
 

 

Crundall wins 6th Club Championship 

 

The Pambula Merimbula Golf Club Men’s Championships concluded on Saturday on a very well 

presented course, despite the drenching received over the last few weeks.   We thank Robert Smith 

Home Furnishers and Sleepdoctor Pambula for again Sponsoring this event.   

Members played holes 1-18 in the final round and most grades went down to the wire with the results 

still in the balance with a few holes to go.  Every grade could have gone either way. 

In the Club Championship, Nick Crundall reduced Rod Smith’s overnight lead to 1 shot with a birdie on 

the 1st hole, but subsequent bogeys by Crundall on the 2nd and 4th saw the balance restored with Smith 

taking a three shot lead following a steady start with four consecutive pars.  However, Crundall’s birdies 

on the 6th and 8th holes put pressure on the leader, and Smith’s normally hot putter ran cold as he 

bogeyed holes 6-8.   Crundall took a two shot lead into the second nine and a bogey on the 10th by 

Smith and a birdie on the 12th by Crundall saw the lead blow out to 4 shots with only six holes 

remaining.   There is usually a twist in golf and it happened on the 15th with Crundall recording a 

disastrous double bogey seven, which should have resulted in a three shot swing with Smith having a 

shortish putt for birdie.   Alas, his putt lipped out but Smith still had a “sniff” with the lead reduced to 

only two shots with three holes remaining and the difficult 16th and 18th to play.     However, Smith’s 

putter wasn’t the only thing to run cold and both players parred the final holes for a two shot victory to 

perennial winner Nick Crundall with rounds of 77-82-71.   Crundall’s final round 71 was an impressive 

eleven shots better than his second round score and once again proved the old adage “the cream 

usually rises to the top”.    Rod Smith took the runner up trophy as well as the Seniors Championship 

with consistent rounds of 78-79-75.   There is a strong rumour that Rod might finally elect to part ways 

with his usually reliable but old putter.   

The A Grade Nett Champion was the ever reliable Mike Maxworthy (5) with a three round total of 224 

after shooting an impressive 75 (Nett 70) off the stick on the final day.  Will Nichols (5) jumped quite a 

few ahead of him to take the Nett runner-up on 226 after also recording a nice final round of 71 nett.      

Steve Sindrey’s overnight four shot lead proved to be unassailable and his final round of 88 and three 

round total of 265 saw him crowned B Grade Champion over David Bothamley on 268 who finished 

with an 87.     Blake Doyle (16) took the Nett trophy with 226 over a fast finishing Michael Mamone (15) 

on 228.   

The C Grade Champion is Jeff Hazell who shot 94 in the final round for a total of 287.  Jeff won by two 

shots from Bruce Small on 289.    The Nett was won by Robert Williams on 232 from Ray Coutts-Smith 

235.    

D Grade was won by Ian Hush on 105 Stableford points which included two rounds of 39 points.  It’s 

understood that Ian is now a confirmed C Grader for the immediate future. Runner up was Ian Thomas 

with 93 points. 

All in all, a very successful Championships but as always, the Match Committee we will look to improve 

things next year and perhaps the D Graders may have an appetite for Strokeplay if the format remains 

over three consecutive Saturdays.    

Don’t forget, the main clubhouse re-opens on 14 September so we hope to see many of our members 

return for a drink or a coffee at our new coffee station.  In the meantime, good golfing. 


